
Dmitry Begun 
engineer 

dimabg99@gmail.com +7 (938) 113-22-85 Tbilisi, Georgia 24 May, 1991 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Data Network Engineer 
Redcome 
03/2021 - 01/2022,  Khabarovsk, Russia 
Redcome 

Administration and maintenance of the U-SYS NGN Huawei
equipment complex. Monitoring, elimination of accidents in
the data transmission network, setting up ip-telephony
(creating from scratch a SIP trunk, analog subscribers, SIP
subscribers), media gateways (VoIP) both analog and SIP,
switches, setting up virtual PBXs. Worked in programs -
SNMPc, LMT Huawei softswitch, freePBX, Zabbix. OS - Linux
Debian, Windows. Deep knowledge of the sip, udp, rtp, ip
protocols. Work with equipment type - L1 / 2/3. Organization
of the departure of assembly teams for emergencies. Work
with documentation, crm bitrix 24. Customer focus. From
practical skills - restarting server equipment, assembling
your own mini-automatic telephone exchange, configuring
switches l1, l2, l3, configuring VoIP gateways (IAD, Venus,
TAU). Protocols - tcp / ip, mgcp, sip, h.323. Python is junior
level. C ++ (AVR microcontrollers). English language - (A2 +).
At the moment I am going through the Cisco CCNA
certification 

Контакт : +7(4212)45-05-09 

Omnicom - Far East 
Service Engineer 
09/2020 - 03/2021,  Khabarovsk, Russia 
satellite monitoring of vehicles 

Working with Omnicomm software products and their
administration, SCOUT, Wialon, satellite monitoring, working
with documentation, working with clients, coordinating and
distributing installers in the region, reporting, working with
measuring equipment, configuring a satellite terminal.
Installation and adjustment of equipment (satellite
terminals, fuel level sensors, tilt angle sensors),
commissioning. Software setup, analytics. Work in CRM,
administration. I will tell you more on skype or by phone.... 

EDUCATION 

Radio communications engineer 
Far Eastern Transport University 
09/2008 - 06/2013,  Khabarovsk, Russia 

Received a specialty -
means of communication
with mobile objects. Radio
communication, cellular
communication, satellite
communication. 

SKILLS 

setting up any monitoring system 

setting up tachographs 

setting up IP gateways. Diagnostics of any problem on
data transmission networks 

Zabbix tcp/ip cisco huawei dlink 

crm b2b bpmn MAC OS Windows OS 

debian linux VoIP Sql c++ glonass 

html sdh gps cisco c# 

LANGUAGES 
English 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

Russian 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

Turkish 
Professional Working Proficiency 

Chinese 
Professional Working Proficiency 

INTERESTS 

Outdoor walks, telecommunications, reading literature
from Dostoevsky to Tolkien 

monitoring and setting 

Achievements/Tasks 

Courses 

mailto:dimabg99@gmail.com

